Neuroinflammation in the pathophysiology of Parkinson's disease and therapeutic evidence of anti-inflammatory drugs
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ABSTRACT
Parkinson's disease (PD) is the second most common neurodegenerative disease affecting approximately 1.6% of the population over 60 years old. The cardinal motor symptoms are the result of progressive degeneration of substantia nigra pars compacta dopaminergic neurons which are involved in the fine motor control. Currently, there is no cure for this pathology and the cause of the neurodegeneration remains unknown. Several studies suggest the involvement of neuroinflammation in the pathophysiology of PD as well as a protective effect of anti-inflammatory drugs both in animal models and epidemiological studies, although there are controversial reports. In this review, we address evidences of involvement of inflammatory process and possible therapeutic usefulness of anti-inflammatory drugs in PD.
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RESUMO
A doença de Parkinson (DP) é a segunda doença neurodegenerativa mais comum afetando aproximadamente 1,6% da população acima de 60 anos de idade. Os sinais motores cardinais são o resultado da degeneração progressiva de neurônios dopaminérgicos da substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc), a qual está intimamente envolvida com o controle motor. Atualmente, não há cura para esta patologia e a causa da neurodegeneração permanece desconhecida. Contudo, muitos estudos sugerem o envolvimento da neuroinflamação na patofisiologia da DP bem como um efeito protetor de drogas antiinflamatórias tanto em modelos animais quanto em estudos epidemiológicos, embora haja relatos controversos. Nesta revisão, foram abordadas evidências de envolvimento do processo inflamatório e uma possível utilidade terapêutica de drogas antiinflamatórias na DP.
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Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the second most common neurodegenerative disease affecting 1.6% of people over 60 years old. PD is also the most common cause of parkinsonism, corresponding to 74.7% of all cases in a Brazilian study. The disease is characterized by the progressive degeneration of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc), loss of their ascending projections to the striatum (caudate and putamen), and consequent decrease of striatal dopamine (DA) content, which leads to severe locomotion difficulties and cardinal motor symptoms such as tremor at rest, rigidity, postural instability and slowness of body movements (bradykinesia). By the time a patient is diagnosed, approximately 60% of SNpc neurons are degenerated and 80% of striatal DA content is depleted. In addition to neuronal damage, PD is characterized by the presence of proteinaceous inclusions called Lewy bodies and Lewy neurites, mainly in the SNpc.

Currently, the pharmacological and non-pharmacological treatments approved for PD offer only symptomatic relief for patients. As these treatments are not able to stop or reverse the neurodegenerative process, PD remains incurable. The motor symptoms can be reduced by many drugs that increase the DA level in the central nervous system (CNS) or mimic its effects. The gold standard for the treatment of PD nowadays is Levodopa, a DA precursor. Other drugs commonly prescribed are DA receptor agonists, monoaminoxidase (MAO)
inhibitors (such as selegiline and rasagiline), amantadine, cathecol-o-methyl-transferase (COMT) inhibitors and anti-cholinergic agents.

The origin of neuronal degeneration in PD is still unclear but it is known that several cellular and molecular events are involved, including aging, oxidative stress, protein aggregates, excitotoxicity, mitochondrial and proteasomal disfunction, apoptosis and environmental toxins. Recently, it has been suggested that neuroinflammatory mechanisms contribute to the cascade of events which leads to the neuronal degeneration. Neuroinflammation can be a consequence of neurodegeneration; however, some lines of evidence suggest that inflammation can be also involved in the process of neuronal death. This review presents significant evidence of neuroinflammation in the pathophysiology of PD and highlights the potential role of anti-inflammatory drugs in the prevention and treatment of this disease.

**EVIDENCE OF NEUROINFLAMMATION IN PARKINSON'S DISEASE**

Post-mortem, epidemiological and imaging studies from patients, and also studies with animal models have highlighted the role of neuroinflammation in PD and raised the interesting possibility that chronic inflammation may act as a stressor environment that promotes the progressive degeneration of dopaminergic neurons.

In 1998, Mc Geer et al. provided one of the first evidence of inflammation in PD by showing there was infiltration of T-lymphocytes in the SNpc of a patient with PD. Later, Brochard et al. demonstrated the presence of infiltrates of CD4+ and CD8+ T-lymphocytes in the substantia nigra (SN) of PD patients and 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP)-treated mice. The specific antigens that trigger the adaptive immune response and lymphocytic infiltration have not been identified but likely include oxidatively-modified α-synuclein, particularly the nitrated form, released from dying neurons.

Activation of microglia, the resident immune cells of the CNS, has been evidenced in post-mortem brains of PD patients, mainly in the SN and putamen, the most affected areas in this disease, but also in hippocampus and many cortical areas such as transentorhinal, cingulate and temporal cortices, where neuronal loss is also important. Microglia can be activated by molecules released by dying dopaminergic neurons such as α-synuclein aggregates, ATP, matrix metalloproteinase-3 (MMP-3) and neuromelanin. Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) also activates microglia both in vitro and in vivo.

Several studies support the hypothesis that activation of the nuclear factor kappa-B (NF-κB) plays an important role in PD pathogenesis. Ghosh et al. have shown that NF-κB activation is induced in the SNpc of patients with PD and MPTP-treated mice. On the other hand, the selective inhibition of NF-κB protected dopaminergic neurons from the MPTP toxicity. In the hemiparkinsonian monkey model of PD, it was also demonstrated that NF-κB is activated in the SNpc of these animals and inhibition of NF-κB resulted in suppression of proinflammatory molecules, protection of SNpc dopaminergic neurons and improvement in locomotor activity.

When NF-κB is activated, it enters the nucleus and stimulates the gene transcription of several proinflammatory factors including inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS), interleukin (IL)-1β, IL-6, cyclooxygenase 2 (COX-2) and tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) by the microglia. Probably because of this, the proinflammatory cytokines IL-1β, TNF-α, IL-2 and IL-6 are expressed at higher levels in PD post-mortem brains as well as in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and serum of PD patients, compared with age-matched controls. In addition, the inflammatory process associated with an increase in COX-2 expression and elevated concentrations of prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) have been implicated in the deleterious events that leads to neuronal degeneration in PD. COX-2 aggravates the degenerative process through proinflammatory mechanisms and generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS). The expression of COX-2 is induced specifically in the SNpc of patients with PD and in animal models induced by MPTP, LPS and 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA).

Besides COX-2, isoforms of the NOS enzyme also participate in dopaminergic neurodegeneration. Mice treated with MPTP have shown increased levels of iNOS in the SN. Consistently, mice deficient in iNOS were more resistant than the wild type to MPTP-induced dopaminergic loss. Nitric oxide (NO) generated by NOS may react with ROS to form highly toxic reactive nitrogen species (RNS), which are deleterious to neurons. The supranigral injection of LPS in rats resulted in iNOS overexpression and production of NO leading to the loss of dopaminergic neurons and this effect was blocked by NOS inhibitors.

Environmental factors known to promote neuroinflammatory response have been related to idiopathic PD. Neuroinflammation can be triggered by immunological challenges (viral or bacterial infections), neuronal injury (brain trauma or stroke) and other epigenetic factors including chronic inflammatory syndromes (arthritis, atherosclerosis, Crohn's disease and multiple sclerosis) and environmental toxins such as MPTP, paraquat, rotenone, particulate material, heavy metals and organophosphate compounds. In addition, there are several epidemiological reports which correlate the incidence of secondary parkinsonism with systemic inflammatory events such as viral infections caused by influenza A-H1N1, influenza A-H5N1, coxsackie, St. Louis, west Nile and human immunodeficiency viruses (HIV) and Japanese-encephalitis B. These peripheral insults may cause the increase in blood brain barrier permeability which could allow the infiltration of lymphocytes and macrophages in brain parenquima.
THERAPEUTIC EVIDENCE OF ANTI-INFLAMMATORY DRUGS IN PARKINSON’S DISEASE

Preclinical studies (in vivo and in vitro)

Glucocorticoids are potent anti-inflammatory drugs that have been used in clinical practice for the treatment of inflammatory conditions including brain inflammation and lesions in the spinal cord. Glucocorticoids are known to have numerous effects on the cellular lineage of macrophages/microglia. They are potent inhibitors of IFN (interferon)-γ-induced microglial activation in vitro and they negatively regulate the expression of the Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) class II in macrophages, both in vitro and in vivo. Dexamethasone, a member of the glucocorticoid class, inhibits the induction of COX-2 mRNA and the consequent production of prostaglandins. It also negatively regulates the expression of MHC class II induced by IFN-γ in microglia of rats and reversibly inhibits microglial proliferation in vitro. In an animal model of dopaminergic degeneration induced by intranigral injection of LPS, a potent inductor of inflammation, dexamethasone prevented the catecholamine depletion, the reduction in the activity and expression of tyrosine hydroxylase (limiting enzyme in dopamine synthesis) and also inhibits activation of microglia.

In the model of a nigrostriatal lesion induced by systemic injections of MPTP in mice, dexamethasone reduced the MPTP-induced striatal DA depletion, the loss of nigral dopaminergic cells and the inflammatory reaction (glial activation and lymphocitary infiltration) in damaged areas. The neuroprotective effect of dexamethasone was also observed when LPS was intranigraly injected in wistar rats which were previously exposed to 6-OHDA. LPS exacerbated the neurodegeneration, accelerated and increased motor signs, and changed microglia to a proinflammatory phenotype with increased secretion of IL-1β. Excaveration of neurodegeneration and motor signs were inhibited by dexamethasone and IL-1 inhibitors. Despite the neuroprotective effects of dexamethasone in several preclinical studies, some authors point that the severe side effects associated with the prolonged use of glucocorticoids make them unfeasible as neuroprotective therapy in patients with PD.

The involvement of the inflammatory process in the pathophysiology of PD is also supported by reports from animal models, because the neurotoxin-induced degeneration of nigral dopaminergic neurons can be prevented by some non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). They are commonly used in clinical practice because of their analgesic, antipyretic and anti-inflammatory properties. NSAIDs have heterogeneous pharmacological properties based on the inhibition of COX, and in many other known and unknown mechanisms not shared by all members of this class. Several preclinical studies in vitro and in vivo have demonstrated that pre-treatment with NSAIDs protects dopaminergic neurons of SN from degeneration induced by MPTP and 6-OHDA (reviewed by Esposito et al.).

When activated by LPS, microglia increases the expression of COX-2 and, consequently, the synthesis of prostaglandins related to the inflammatory process. Prostaglandins can be directly toxic to neurons through the activation of caspase-3 or indirectly through the release of glutamate by astrocytes, leading to excitotoxicity. The COX-2 depletion in mice resulted in protection against the MPTP-induced loss of nigral dopaminergic neurons. Moreover, the selective inhibition of COX-2 prevented microglial activation and loss of nigral dopaminergic neurons induced by MPTP and 6-OHDA. This data suggests therapeutic efficacy of COX-2 inhibitors against the neurodegeneration.

Some NSAIDs also have antioxidant properties due to their ability to scavenge free radicals and/or to reduce their production. In the CNS, the production of nitric oxide radical (NO•) induced by LPS and/or inflammatory cytokines is reduced by acetylsalicylic acid, sodium salicylate and indomethacin in therapeutic concentrations. This effect is caused by inhibition of NF-κB activation and iNOS mRNA expression, which consequently reduces NO• production. In addition, acetylsalicylic acid, mefenamic acid, indomethacin ketoprofen and ibuprofen can directly, and dose-dependently scavenge NO• at clinically relevant concentrations. Ibuprofen, in particular, has recently shown neuroprotective effects in a rotenone model of PD, due to the increase in the glutathione levels in striatum and hippocampus, and the increase in catalase activity. Besides the rotenone model, ibuprofen also prevented dopaminergic degeneration in the MPTP mice model. NSAIDs are potent ROS and RNS scavengers and some of them such as ibuprofen, indomethacin and naproxen exert neuroprotective effects both in vitro and in vivo as ligands of the anti-inflammatory peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor γ (PPARγ).

The PPARγ receptor has shown anti-inflammatory activity in the periphery and in the CNS, where it is localized at glia and neurons. When this receptor is activated by its natural ligands eicosanoids and prostaglandin J2, it reduces the expression of proinflammatory factors such as NF-κB, iNOS, COX-2 and a broad spectrum of cytokines. Other drugs such as pioglitazone and rosiglitazone, both synthetic agonists of the PPARγ receptor approved for the treatment of type 2 diabetes, exhibit neuroprotective effect in models of neurodegenerative diseases, including PD, by preventing inflammation, oxidative damage and apoptosis.

As mentioned above, NSAIDs seem to exert their neuroprotective actions not only by inhibiting COX activity, and consequently, prostaglandins production; but also by the activation of PPARγ receptor, inactivation of NF-κB, suppression of iNOS mRNA transcription, direct scavenging of ROS and RNS, and probably by other unknown mechanisms. Recently, it has been proposed that anti-inflammatory drugs may suppress microglial proliferation by modulating cell...
cycle and apoptosis. This variety of targets provides heterogeneous pharmacological properties for NSAIDs.

**Epidemiological studies on the regular use of NSAIDs and the risk of developing Parkinson's disease**

Epidemiological studies that attempted to correlate the regular use of NSAIDs and the individual risk of developing PD have generated controversial data. Discrepancies are probably the result of methodological differences (for example: retrospective versus prospective studies) and lack of detailed analysis of the type of anti-inflammatory drug used. Table summarizes the epidemiological studies presented in this review.

The first study investigating the possible benefits of the regular use of NSAIDs in reducing the risk of PD in humans was provided by the group of Chen and coworkers from the Harvard School of Public Health. This prospective analysis indicated that the risk to develop PD was 45% lower in regular users of non acetylsalicylic acid (non-ASA) NSAIDs compared with non regular users. The non-ASA NSAIDs were drugs such as diflunisal, ibuprofen, indomethacin and naproxen. A decreased risk of PD was also observed in patients who took two or more tablets of acetylsalicylic acid (ASA) per day, compared to non users, but statistical significance was not achieved for this data. Individuals who took smaller amounts of ASA or paracetamol (acetaminophen) did not show benefits. Later, the same group of investigators reported in another large cohort of 146,565 people that ibuprofen reduced the risk of PD in men and women by 35%, regardless of age and smoking status. However, no significant association was found between the regular use of ASA, other NSAIDs or acetaminophen and the risk to develop PD.

A surprising result was found in a case-control study performed by Etminan and Suissa. In this study, current users of NSAIDs presented a slightly higher risk of developing PD. However, past users of NSAIDs did not show this effect. Authors encouraged more investigation to confirm the results.

A study of Hernán et al. from the Harvard School of Public Health showed another surprising result. They conducted a case-control study within a cohort of the world's largest computerized database, the British General Practice Research Database (GPRD), and found that the use of non-ASA NSAIDs reduces PD risk only in men but not in women. Indeed, it was reported a 20% reduction in the incidence of PD for men who regularly took non-ASA NSAIDs; and, intriguingly, a 20% increase of PD in women. This unexpected finding certainly needs further investigation.

Bower and colleagues found only a trend toward reduced risk of developing PD in people who took non-ASA NSAIDs or steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, which were evaluated separately. In contrast, Ton et al. in an American population-based case-control study did not find a reduction in PD risk for users of ASA nor non-ASA NSAIDs. Also, the use of ibuprofen was not associated with reduced PD risk. Therefore, no indication of protection from ASA or other NSAIDs was recognized through this study.

Bornebroek and colleagues obtained similar results. They did a prospective population-based cohort study among 6,512 participants of 55 years old or older, and found no association between the use of NSAIDs and risk of developing PD. In the same year, another study was published with controversial data. Wahner et al. studied the use of NSAIDs in another population-based case control study with 293 incident idiopathic PD cases and 286 age-, race-, and gender-matched controls from three rural California counties. Interestingly, the regular use of ASA (≥ 2 pills/week for at least 1 month) was associated with a decreased risk of PD and this protective effect of ASA was observed only in women, especially among long term regular users (≥ 2 years). A strong protective effect was also observed for regular non-ASA NSAID users, particularly for users of more than 2 years.

In a retrospective cohort study, Etminan et al. explored the association between NSAIDs and the risk to develop PD. Using the British Columbia Linked Health Databases (BCLHD), they created a cohort of all individuals in British Columbia who had at least a record of prescribed medication between 1997 and 2003. The results of their study did not show a protective effect of the use of NSAIDs with regard to PD risk. The authors pointed out that this study had several limitations. For example, it was not possible to control the potential risk factors for PD and they could not assess the use of over-the-counter NSAIDs as ibuprofen and ASA. In the following year, Samii and colleagues published a systematic review and meta-analysis of observational studies, associating NSAID use and the risk of PD. They concluded that NSAIDs as a pharmacological class do not seem to modify the risk of developing PD. However, ibuprofen alone, may have a slight protective effect. The results also suggest a slight reduction in risk of PD for male users of NSAIDs, even though the risk ratios for males and females were similar.

Another meta-analysis conducted by Gagne and Power suggested that there may be a protective effect of use of non-ASA NSAIDs on PD risk, consistent with a possible neuroinflammatory pathway contributing in PD pathogenesis. A 15% reduction was observed in the incidence of PD among non-ASA NSAIDs users, with a similar effect for ibuprofen alone, whereas the protective effect was more prominent in regular and long-term users. No protective effect was observed for ASA or acetaminophen.

The review of observational studies conducted by Rees et al. did not find a significant association between the risk of PD and the use of any NSAIDs or ASA. Although the data did not achieve statistical significance, the risk of developing PD was reduced by 13% in individuals exposed to non-ASA NSAIDs, and ibuprofen alone showed a 27% reduction in risk. The authors conclude that there may be a reduction in PD risk associated with the use of non-ASA.
Table. Epidemiological evidence associating the regular use of NSAIDs and the risk of developing Parkinson’s disease.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Type of study</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>PD cases</th>
<th>RR/OR</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Drugs</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al.</td>
<td>Prospective cohort</td>
<td>142,902</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.32–0.96</td>
<td>Non-ASA NSAIDs</td>
<td>Reduction in PD risk for regular use of non-ASA NSAIDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al.</td>
<td>Prospective cohort</td>
<td>146,665</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.48–0.89</td>
<td>Ibuprofen</td>
<td>Reduction in PD risk for regular users of ibuprofen. This protective effect was not demonstrated for other NSAIDs, ASA or acetaminophen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rees et al.</td>
<td>Case-control</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.11–2.01</td>
<td>NSAIDs</td>
<td>Current users of NSAIDs have shown a slightly higher risk of developing PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hernán et al.</td>
<td>Case-control</td>
<td>7,896</td>
<td>1258</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.80–1.08</td>
<td>Non-ASA NSAIDs</td>
<td>Reduction in PD risk for regular users of non-ASA NSAIDs in men but not in women.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bower et al.</td>
<td>Case-control</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.20–1.15</td>
<td>Non-ASA NSAIDs and SAIDs</td>
<td>Only a trend of reduction in PD risk for users of non-ASA NSAIDs and SAIDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ton et al.</td>
<td>Case-control</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.60–1.32</td>
<td>Ibuprofen</td>
<td>No association was found between use of NSAIDs and reduction of PD risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bornebroek et al.</td>
<td>Prospective cohort</td>
<td>6,512</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.95–2.37</td>
<td>Any NSAIDs</td>
<td>No association was found between use of any NSAIDs and the risk of developing PD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wahner et al.</td>
<td>Case-control</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.56–1.15</td>
<td>Regular ASA (≥2 pills/week)</td>
<td>Regular use of ASA showed a mild protective effect. The ASA effect was stronger in women, especially among long term regular users. A protective effect was observed for regular non-ASA NSAIDs users particularly those who reported ≥2 years of use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etminan et al.</td>
<td>Retrospective cohort</td>
<td>697,078</td>
<td>5010</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.81–1.09</td>
<td>NSAIDs</td>
<td>No association was found between use of NSAIDs and reduction in PD risk. NSAIDs do not seem to modify the risk of PD. Ibuprofen may have a slight protective effect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samii et al.</td>
<td>Meta-analysis of 11 observational studies</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.80–1.12</td>
<td>NSAIDs</td>
<td>Reduction of 15% in PD incidence among users of non-ASA NSAIDs with a similar effect for ibuprofen alone. In contrast, no protective effect was found for ASA or paracetamol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gagne and Power</td>
<td>Meta-analysis of 7 studies</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.77–0.94</td>
<td>Non-ASA NSAIDs regular users</td>
<td>NSAIDs (including ibuprofen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rees et al.</td>
<td>Meta-analysis of 14 observational studies</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.73–1.04</td>
<td>Non-ASA NSAIDs</td>
<td>There were no association between use of any NSAIDs or ASA and the risk of developing PD. Exposure to non-ASA NSAIDs reduced the PD risk by 13% without statistical significance. Ibuprofen alone showed a 27% reduction in PD risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver et al.</td>
<td>Case-control</td>
<td>22,007</td>
<td>1181</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.05–1.56</td>
<td>Absence of non-ASA NSAIDs use</td>
<td>Absence of non-ASA NSAIDs use was associated with an increased risk of PD. There was an increased risk of PD in men who had 1–2 years of regular non-ASA NSAID use. Positive association between PD and use of non-ASA. This association tended to disappear when analyses were limited to drug use ≥5 years before the disease diagnosis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manthriprag-ada et al.</td>
<td>Case-control</td>
<td>11,582</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.82–1.14</td>
<td>ASA</td>
<td>No association was found between risk of PD and use of ASA or non-ASA NSAIDs when used shortly before the PD onset. Long-term use of NSAIDs was associated with a slightly lower PD risk. Use of ASA or acetaminophen was not associated with a significant modification in the risk of PD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becker et al.</td>
<td>Case-control</td>
<td>19,995</td>
<td>4026</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.83–1.07</td>
<td>NSAIDs long-term use</td>
<td>Ibuprofen users have shown a significantly lower PD risk than nonusers with an additional dose-response relationship between tablets of ibuprofen taken per week and lower PD risk. This effect was not observed for ASA, other NSAIDs or paracetamol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gao et al.</td>
<td>Prospective cohort, followed by meta-analysis</td>
<td>136,197</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.42–0.93</td>
<td>Ibuprofen</td>
<td>Ibuprofen users have shown a significantly lower PD risk than nonusers with an additional dose-response relationship between tablets of ibuprofen taken per week and lower PD risk. This effect was not observed for ASA, other NSAIDs or paracetamol.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RR: relative risk; OR: odds ratio; CI: confidence interval; NSAIDs: non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs; ASA: acetylsalicylic acid; SAIDs: steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs.
NSAIDs, particularly ibuprofen. However, the effects of other individual drugs is still uncertain. Therefore, at present, the authors do not recommend this class of drugs as primary prevention. Considering the absence of clinical trials in patients with a well-defined diagnostic of PD, there is currently no evidence for the use of NSAIDs in the treatment of PD.

The group of Driver et al.46 have conducted a case-control study to evaluate the relationship between PD and the prior use of NSAIDs in a large cohort of men. They have found no evidence for a protective effect of NSAIDs in reducing PD risk. In fact, there was an increased risk of PD in men who used ASA and non-ASA NSAID regularly for 1–2 years. These positive associations tended to disappear when analyses were limited to NSAIDs use for 5 years or more, prior to the disease diagnosis. This suggests the results might have been influenced by the drug use concentrated in the few years prior to disease diagnosis, when people are about to manifest the first symptoms.

Similarly, in a large population-based case-control study using Danish health and pharmacy registries, Manthripragada et al.47 investigated the possible associations between the use of ASA, non-ASA NSAIDs, and acetaminophen in patients with PD. This study found no evidence for an inverse association between PD and the use of ASA or non-ASA NSAIDs regardless of intensity of use. There was no inverse association between the use of ibuprofen or acetaminophen and PD. In conclusion, the authors highlight that their findings do not provide strong evidence for a protective effect of non-ASA and ASA drugs shortly before diagnosis of PD. As in the study of Driver et al.46, these results might have been confounded by the use of NSAIDs concentrated in the few years before the diagnosis of PD.

In accordance, the population-based case-control study performed by Becker et al.48 using the General Practice Research Database did not find a significant lower risk of developing PD associated with the use of NSAIDs, ASA or acetaminophen. Only the long-term use of NSAIDs (15 or more prescriptions) was associated with a slightly lower PD risk.

Gao et al.49 performed a prospective study with 136,197 participants of the Nurses’ Health Study (NHS) and the Health Professionals Follow-up Study (HPFS) free of PD at baseline (1998 for NHS and 2000 for HPFS). The use of NSAIDs was assessed via questionnaire. The results of this prospective study were combined with those already published by prospective investigations in a meta-analysis. This study revealed that regular users of ibuprofen exhibited a significant lower risk in developing PD in comparison with non users. In addition, in this study was observed a dose-response relationship between tablets of ibuprofen taken per week and the risk of PD. Nevertheless, this protective effect was not observed in users of ASA, non-ASA NSAIDs or acetaminophen, which suggests a specific mechanism of neuroprotection for ibuprofen, not shared by other members of the class. Therefore, the authors suggest ibuprofen should be further tested as a potential neuroprotective drug in PD.

Despite several experimental and epidemiological studies have provided evidence that support the hypothesis of a protective effect of anti-inflammatory drugs in PD, many of these drugs were not rigorously tested in randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled clinical trials, and most of the studies have generated contradictory results. This discrepancy may be the result of peculiar characteristics of each drug, which are very different with regards to their chemical structure and their mechanisms of action unrelated to COX inhibition49. Therefore, NSAIDs should be individually assessed concerning their neuroprotective properties in PD48.

Several researchers believe that in the coming years new approaches will support the current therapy based on dopamine replacement for PD through early diagnosis and treatment with neuroprotective drugs. There is still a lot to be explored especially regarding non-classical mechanisms of action of NSAIDs47. Ibuprofen should be further explored by researchers and health professionals, because it is the NSAID which promotes the greatest reduction of the risk in developing PD in many epidemiological studies.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION

There is the possibility that NSAIDs may be used for the prevention of neurodegenerative diseases in the future instead of being treatment for them, because it is probable that these drugs are ineffective when neuronal degeneration is already in an advanced stage. Thus, pharmacological intervention should be started in the pre-symptomatic period (prodromal phase) in order to be effective28. Of course, this would be possible by improving the early diagnosis of the disease. However, it is important to consider that long-term treatment with NSAIDs has a number of adverse side-effects, particularly gastrointestinal lesions, which could constitute a limitation to their prolonged use6.

Finally, some considerations are important for future experimental designs in this research area. In preclinical studies, it is relevant to compare the neuroprotective and behavioral effects of anti-inflammatory drugs in treatment approaches before and after lesions with dopaminergic neurotoxins. These experimental designs would contribute to confirm if these drugs are helpful in preventative and/or therapeutic regimens, and the possible contribution of the inflammatory process in the development and progression of PD. Concerning epidemiological studies, prospective and retrospective cohorts and case-control studies should also evaluate NSAIDs in isolation, and not as a class; and the several confounding variables such as age, gender, smoking and coffee habits should be corrected. Epidemiological studies could also help to clarify the possible relationship between acute and chronic
inflammatory and infectious diseases, and the development of PD later in life. With regard to clinical trials, it is important to stratify the patients with PD according to the disease stage and severity, because such factors may influence the treatment response. In conclusion, the study of anti-inflammatory drugs is an important starting point that, for the first time, can lead us to the development of agents able to modify the course of PD.
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